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Topics for discussion:
• Objective and subjective conditions of the 2021 social uprising in 

Colombia in the context of the pandemic and the climate crisis, and



• Colombia is a country with more than six decades of internal social 
and armed conflict and a growing socio-environmental struggle

• A country with chronic poverty and social inequality aggravated by
the neoliberal management of the Covid-19 pandemic





Unemployment 13 cities 
and metropolitan areas

dic-19 dic-20 abr-21
TD 10,5 15,6 17,4
TSS 24,9 24,1 23
TSO 9,9 10,7 10,4





• One of the deepest determinants of poverty, social and health
inequality, the internal war and the socio-environmental conflict
has been the inequitable distribution of land ownership and the
progressive dispossession of indigenous, Afro-descendant and 
peasant territories





The socio-environmental conflict







• The 2021 social uprising was a revolt mainly of workers, peasants, 
indigenous people, poor and unemployed young population that
during a long process voluntarily migrated or were violently displaced 
from rural areas.





• However, what is it that in addition to the previous conditions, 
outraged the excluded and working youth, which from the national 
strike of N21, 2019, propitiated the social uprising that was 
experienced in the main cities of Colombia from A28, 2021?



• The neoliberal health management of the pandemic was simply a 
catalyst for the social protest that had been brewing for a long time.



• What outraged the excluded and working youth was the cynicism of a 
plutocratic elite that has enriched itself through exploitation, 
extractivism, corruption, dirty deals, the devaluation of life and the
trivialization of death, violence and authoritarianism as instruments
of government, the denial of human rights, the surrender of the
country to foreign interests, all within the structural framework of a 
economic development model that has generated social exclusion, 
poverty, inequality and nature depredation.



• The protest erupted against the government’s neoliberal proposals
for tax, health and pension reforms; againts the measures to transfer 
large resources to big business, the financial sector and the purchase
of arms during the pandemic; against the lack of social protection for
the working class and excluded population, which was denied a basic
survival income; against the lack of economic support for small
businesses; and againts the persecution of peasants struggling for
land redistribution in the middle of coercive measures to preserve 
nature.













• Social protesters took on new forms of expression, from the first lines, 
painting, festivities and recreation to the various expressions of solidarity
with those attacked by the police and paramilitary groups.







• After the social uprising, social movements, leftist and democratic political
parties converged into a socio-political coalition (the Historical Pact and 
the Broad Front) for change through electoral channels.

• The Historical Pact/Broad Front became the triumphant sociopolitical
force in the 2022 elections.

• They proposed a program of peace agreement implementation, agrarian
reform, reform of the health and pension system, political reform, 
transition from fossil fuels to clean energy and ecosystems potection.

• This program was led by a former guerrilla commander, Gustavo Petro 
Urrego, who became the Colombian President, and a black feminist and 
enviromentalist woman, Francia Márquez, as vice-president.   





• "We saw a century end and we had to wait 21 years to reveal
ourselves, but it's the beginning, guys! It's a new beginning and what
you see is the greatness of all our generations: Workers, Peasants, 
Women, Afros, Latinos, Indigenous people. This is the great
Colombia!" IPL. From Puerto Rellena to Puerto Resistencia. La 
Palabra, Cali, June 2021
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